CONTROL LINE 'Z_CI.ASS" RACING RULES
As at lst January 2013

PREFACE

"Z-Class" is a variation of an established event - namely the "original" Bendix 35 class, reinvigorated in2AAl by a group of flyers known as Aeromodellers of Logan City (ALC). Z-Class
is intended to be relatively cheap and accessible, utilizing cheap spoft engines, and the
option of building simple models. lt is sf course the hope sf this class, to make a fun, entrylevel racing event, to get more people involved with the eoncept sf eontrol Line Raeing. Since
the integration of ALC with LARCS, the sponsorship of these rules now rests with |.ARCS.
GOVERITIANCE

Although the event has been in existenee since 2007, it still has not been offered to
MAAQ/MAAA for sanction as an official went. This version of the rules brings in fufther
refinements and clarification.
1-

DEEINMON OF'Z.C[ASS RACING "
Z-elass Racing is a simultaneou$ race between three models flown by three pilots in
the same circuit (in exceptional circumstances, two models flown byhvo pilots). The
objective of the race is to complete the required number of laps in the shsrtest
possible time. A team shall consist of one pilotwho shall remain in the centre of the
cirele, pilotingthe model, and one mechanic (and one assistant if required) wlro shall
remain outside the flight circle and who shall start the engine and pefform any
neeessary duties throu$hout the race. The personnel of a team shall remain
unaltered throughout a eontest. lt is not permissible for any person ts be a member
of two teams, rrvithout the aBproval of the Contest Director.

,

EOUIPMENT

2.1

Number of Msdels - A team may enter and have cheeked two models onty.

2.2

Spare propellers, plugs and generalaccessories are permitted. ln the case of
engines, spares are permitted, butthe model may need to be reprocessed atthe
discretion of the CD.
ENGINE RESTRIGTIONS

3.1

lvlodels must be powered byone engine only.

Mufflers are rnandatorywhere engines exceed local noise rules. Tuned pipes are not
allowed.

3.3

Where mufftree or axhaust

edensians.ae-fud, ttreouemH length

EtreF@d

125mm measured from the eenterline of the piston to the end of the muffleror
extension.

3.4
3.5

Maximum engine capacity shall not exceed 4.00 cubic centimeters (0.25 cubic inch).

As it is the intention of these rules to make this event as cheap, accessible, and
enjoyable as possible, ceftain unmodified*, currently available, ABC ball raced spott

motors may be used, if listed in these rules. Cunently, the GMS 25, 0S 25 - model LA,
il, M and FP, Enya 25, Magnum 25, Fox 25, and ASP25A Acro Engines are permitted.
" Unmodified " !n this context refers to all aspects of the engine, except for the fitting
of a venturi and needle valve, and changing head shims to adjust compression ratio.
Substitutlng ceramic bearings for standard format bearings, smoothing of shary edges
within the motor and gas flow ports or removingthe taperfrom cylinder head squish
bands are not permitted.

3.6
3.7
4.
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

Venturi size is unlimited by these rules.
Motors may be started either byflicking the propeller by hand, or by a starting device,
ineiuding an electrie stafter.
FUELRULE$
There are no requirements for tank capacig. The fuel filler pipe lD (inside diameter)
must be no largerthan 3.175mm (1/8 inch) diameter.

Suction-feed only is allowed, i.e. no muffler sr erankcase Bressure.
Fuelshut-offs are optional.
ln the case of glow-engines, fuel is limited to the following ingredients.

1. Methanol:
2. Oil

3.

No restrictlons.
No restrictions.

Nitromethane: Ne msre than 10% byvolume.

No other ingredients are permitted so "Du$ of Care" obligations can be met both for
other eontestants and for visitors who may inhale fuel vapours or exhaust fumes.

4.5
5.
5,1

ln the case of diesel engines, fuel is at entrant's discretion excepting substances
banned by the MAAA lnc. and the FAl.
MODEL RULES

Model rnust resemble in outline, the fuselage and flying surfaces of a full size
aeroplane, which has competed in the BENDIX-TH0MPS0N series of trophy races or
NPRPA Formula !. races or G0ODYEAR and C0NI|NENTALTrophy Races orsimilar
races. 0nus of proof, i.e. photos, drawings, etc. are the responsibility of the entrant

and must be produced to the eontest officials for processing, if requested.

5.2
5.3
5.4
5-5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10

5.11

The Fuselage shall have a minimum width af 12 mm at the cockpit.
The Fuselage shall have a minimum length of 609 mm from the baek of the propeller.
The Fuselage shall have a minlmum heisht of 125 mm at the cockpit.

orfoam construetion- Wings may be
reinforced byotherwoods orfiberglass. There is no restrietion on coverings
materials.
TheWingshallhavea minimumwingspan of 910 mm.

The Wing can be solid-balsa or built-up

The racing numberof the prototype must be marked on each side of thefuselage,
and also the inbsard wing, in a minimum height of 50 mm.
The contestant's AUS number must be marked on the upper surface of the outboard
wing in a minimum height of 25 mm.
The Lines shall be a minimum length of 18.3 metres measured from the handgrip of
the handle to the eentre line of the fuselage, + 100 ffiffi, - 0.00 mm.

diameterof 0.455 mm (0.018 inch). Single
strand lines and monoline control systems are not permitted. Control lines areto
csnnect to the model lead-outs at a point bet!ileen 50mm and 15$mn+n.frcra*,.thewing
ttp.

The control lines shall be a minimum

All lines, handles, bellcranks and connectors must withstand a pull-test of 20 KG and
u
must also meet a safeg inspection. LUX0N " type or central sliding type line
connectors are NOT pemitted.

5.12 The model must ROG, with at least two wheels a minimum diameter of 50 mm. The
use of all-metalwheels is prohibited. Nose skids are not allowed.

5.13
5.

t4

5.15

Undercarriage locatisn need not be true-scale.

Model and contestants must confonn to local, club, safety and noise regulations.

Modelshall have a maximum weightof 1300 grams, includingfuel, excluding lines
and handle.

6.
6.1

The number of laps flown shall be: -

6.1.1

Heats - 80 lapsurith one mandatory re-fuellingstop.

6.1.2

Final - 160 laps with three mandatory re-fuelling stops.

CONDUGTOF GONIEIIIS

"

7.
7.1
7

RACESITES

A race site must consist of two concentric circles, which shall be marked on the grass
as follows: -

.L.t The circle to be used by the mechanics is 22.3 metres radius. This is called the flight
eircle and is divided ints six (6) equal 60-degree seetorsn the limits of which define
the stafting and re-fuelllng points.

7

.L.2

The circle to be used bythe pilot shal! be three (3) metres in radius. This is called the
centre circle. The pilot is permitted to place one foot outside the centre circle after

the mechanic has retrieved the model.
7

.2

The mechanic and assistant, !f used, must each wear e safetli helmet with a chinstrap
worn underthe chin, strong enough to withstand the impact of a model being used in

the competition.

8.

8.1

STARTING OF IHE COT{IEST

A pifrinS area is occupied by each of the models, which are to participate in the race.
The model of the team designated firct in the draw occupiesthe place chosen bythat

tearn. The otherteam(s) choose one of the rernainingfree pitting areas in the ordercf
the draw.

8.2

A 90 second warm-up

will be signaled, followed by a 30 second cool-down period.

8.3

The

ai
t).-f

The starting signal is then Siven by means of both a visual (flag) and an acoustic

stafierwill count off the lastfive seconds of the cool-down period, duringwhich
the pilot must be crouching, the mechanic and assistant, if used, standing upright
and wlth the modelon the ground.

signal.

8.5

lf all teams agree, the starting procedure described in 8.2 through 8.4 can be
omiffed, in favourof a 15 secsnd eountdown.

Pn sToPs

ot

The model may not be retrieved with the engine running or priorto touchdown with
the engine stopped.

9.2

The pilot shall be permitted to plaee one foot outside the centre circle only after the
mechanic has retrieved the mode!.

9.3

Meehanics must not, at any time, enterthe flight circle without the consent of fhe CD,
and then they must enter the flight circle radially to retrieve the model, with one
foot remaining outside the c!rcle at all t!mes.

9.4

The mechanic rnust r#uel the model in the nearest rearward sector of the flight circle
in whieh the modelstops or is stopped. Onlywhen suein sectsr is already oceupied by

another team rnay he accupy the sector forward of the stopping point. A pit is
deemed to be occupied by a team, if the team's mechanic is standing there, even if
their plane is i* the air.

9.5
9.6

ln the case of a model stopping in a sector whose adjacent sectors are already
occupied, the mechanic must go forward to the nearest free sector.

During the pit stop (re-fuelling and re-starting) the mode!'s lines and control handle
must remain as close as possible to the ground. lf an opponent's model is landing
during the pit stop, the left wingtip, lines and control handle must be as close as
possible to the ground. The mechanic must not release the model into the path of a

landing model. The centre line sf the mode! must remain outside the flight circle
during the pit stop. During the pit stop, fuel must be added ts the tank.

9.7

Landing models must orrer-fly all occupied pit segments.

10.

FLYING HEIGHT

10.1

11.
LL.t

12.

Racing height shall NOT exceed three metres and the height of overtaking models
shall NOT exceed five metres. ln overtaking, the faster model must pass overthe top
of the slewer model(s).
FLYING

STIE

The pilct shall fly with his handle not more than 300 mm from his chest.
"WHIPPING" of the model is not allowed, The pilot mustwatk in a forward direction
at alltimes.

FINISH OF RACE

12.1 The race is ended in the first of the following events:
L2.t.1

Cornpletion of the required numberof laps, or

L2.1,,2 10 minutes after the starting signal in a heat or 2A minutes in the final.

13.

LEAMCUAT.IEICAIICNSTID CIASSIELCATION

13.1

The contest shall be divided into tws (2) preliminary rounds and a

final. Each Entrant
preliminary
round.
Team shall be given the opportunity to fly once in each

L3.2 Time is decided from the moment of the starting signal to the moment of completion
of the last lap.

13.3

The three teams, which have recorded the three fastest times !n the preliminary

rounds, qualiff for the final. ln the event of a tie, the Entrant's final placing will be
decided b5i their other preliminary round time. ln the event of a further tie, placing
shall be determined by a fly-off race flown over 160 laps.

13.4

ln heats and finals, rankings will be determined firstly on times, and in the event of
the elapsing of the rnaxirn$rn tirne limit, on the number of laps flown in that time.

13.5

lf through interference or obstruction, a team is eliminated from a race through no
fault of their own, they shall be given the opportunity of a further attempt at that
round.

T4.

WARNINGSANDDISOUALIFICAIIONS

t4.1"

Warnings shall be given to mechanics. Any team receiving three (3) warnings shall be
disqualified. A team shall be warned in the following cases:

L4.L.l

lf a pilot interferes with or obstructs another pilot, either by his conduct in the circle
or by a maneuver of his model, prevents another model from flying or landing
normally.

14.1,.2 !f a pilot, instead of walking fonuard et all times, walks baclqwards,

14.1.3 lf a pilotflies with his handle

more than 300 mm from his chest.

1.4.1..4 lf a pilot applies physical effort to increase the speed of his aircraft.

1,4.1.5 lf the prescribed height levels arc exceeded.

14.1.6 lf during the start of a race

or during a pit stop the model is not kept in contact wlth
the ground or kept outside the flight circle or the handle and lines are not kept as
close as possible to the ground.

15-

DISOUATIFIGATIONS

15.1

If the pilot steps out of the centre circle before the mechanic has retrieved the model.

15.2 lf the passing is done byflying underthe slower model.
15.3

lf the pilot whose model is being overtaken canies out any maneuver to irnpede the

oYerta k! n g com

petitor.

15.4

lf a memberof a team artheir modetcauses a collision.

15"5

lf the model is retrieved with the motorstill running or prlorto touchdown with the

motorstopped.

15.6

Arguingwith the contest Directorwiil read to disqualification.

oo00oo

